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Intel’s “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD) adoption quickly became popular as an alternative workplace solution strategy. It
enables employees to use their personally owned devices to perform business activities, leading to increased productivity and
employee satisfaction. However, BYOD also brought associated risks because of exponential growth in the number of cyber-
security incidents due to which business ecosystem gets disrupted and fragmented. Although several methods and mechanisms
have been developed and adopted to mitigate the risk associated with BYOD, they still represent a challenge as corporate network
gets exposed to inherent threats caused by the BYOD threat landscape.,is work demonstrates especially two key aspects:,e first
focuses on how to detect and protect BYOD environment from an advanced level attack which cannot be detected by traditional
tools and techniques even though available tools are quite effective. Before the attack and damage to the critical infrastructure due
to BYOD threat, a strategy was indeed the key requirement for detecting attacks and protecting the environment. ,e second part
of the research focuses on conducting forensic investigationmodel and developing a new approach by providing a reliable forensic
investigation infrastructure to find digital evidence and detect the source of attack. ,is research work concluded with two
different novel strategic ideas. ,e first part contributes to a new method of detecting and protecting against malicious activities
which cannot be otherwise detected and protected by traditional security technology like IPS, IDS, AntiBot, or AntiVirus. ,e
proposed technique compared to the existing methods led to a significant contribution to the identification of threats before an
attack takes place. ,e second part of the research contributes to the defining of a new approach of the next-generation digital
forensic readiness (NG-DFR) model in order to build a cyber forensic ecosystem so that cyber secured BYOD environment can be
enabled safely.

1. Introduction

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) is basically the consum-
erization of information technology (IT) where employees
use their personal devices in the corporate networks. It helps
the organization to save the cost and increases employee
productivity and engagement. Adopting BYOD technology
in enterprise leads to an increase in business productivity
and enhances collaboration and business agility.

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) becomes a rule rather
than an exception. Technology transformation is the key role
of every CIO and IT leader of any organization. As per the
study of Gartner, BYOD users will get increased by 75% by
2022 [1] from 35% in 2018. By 2021 [2], maximum

organizations are expected to use IoT; approximately 94% of
the organizations will adopt IoT as per Microsoft report.
During the COVID-19 global pandemic situation, demand
for BYOD has even increased exponentially.

,e BYOD infrastructure provides Internet access to the
employees, while employees being trusted users access the
enterprise infrastructure, which is intended to be secured.
Guest user access is also one of the features of BYOD to
provide access to the visited partner/guest using the self-
registration portal or sponsored portal. During the initial
stage of the BYOD solution adoption, most of the organi-
zations did not give access through corporate network due to
involved security risks. However, in the later stage, orga-
nizations started moving towards a positive direction
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realizing that personal mobile devices are an integral part of
employees’ daily life. As BYOD connects untrusted external
devices in the corporate wireless network infrastructure,
increase in cybersecurity risks and data leakage incidents are
observed. Malicious activities can be performed using
BYOD. Unmanaged devices might not be following the
standard security practice and may not follow the line of
defense against malicious content [3]. A study concluded
that 62% of digital incidents are triggered by inside users
either intentionally or unknowingly [4]. Using BYOD ser-
vices, users can try to get access to internal network and
cloud network, and perform malicious activities, and
damage the potential data which can cause the reputation
loss of the organization. Data theft, shadow IT, and
cybersecurity constitute a major concern in BYOD. In-
stalling malware in BYOD and connecting to the Internet
can also lead to serious damage and are a major security risk.
While implementing the BYOD legal approach of the
mitigation cannot be overlooked [5], every stage of the
BYOD security policy should be always in line with pro-
tecting the internal network, data, and application. BYOD
system has become a huge security risk [6]. Accessing
corporate infrastructure using BYOD devices which may be
owned by employees, suppliers, or partners makes corporate
data protection a major concern for the organization; at the
same time, isolating personal data is a need for employee
privacy. In a study, the BYOD security impact assessment
conducted for the airport smart system stated that com-
promised BYOD devices can have an impact on airport
system integrity and availability [7]. Security breaches are
more in terms of the network infrastructure where BYOD
service is offered to employees, partners, and staff.

Cyberattack and security risk in airport security is a
major risk of the country [8] due to BYOD. BYOD might
become “bring your own danger” [9] if proper security
control is not implemented and if the solutions do not
include forensic investigation after crime.

Due to vulnerability, cyber-attacks have grown period-
ically. According to CVE [10], Figure 1 represents the
growth of vulnerabilities in years. Increase in vulnerability
has also increased the attacks.

DFR (digital forensic readiness) in BYOD infrastructure
is one of the models that detect attackers’ activities and
behavior using honeypot, a deception technology. Extensive
research has been conducted to improve the approach of
DFR and CTI (cyber threat intelligence) to conduct a digital
forensic investigation and to reduce the time and cost. Up to
90.73% [11] accuracy level was achieved in analyzing the root
cause after an incident.

According to Juniper Survey, 80% of BYOD devices will
be unprotected. ,ere is a need for digital forensic infra-
structure in BYOD technology to provide security. Lack of a
proactive security model in BYOD architecture can cause
digital forensic investigation. A large-scale clustering de-
ployment of BYOD infrastructure needs an advanced model
of digital forensic readiness infrastructure for the practice of
detection and investigation [12].

Internet users are increasing exponentially by using IoT/
BYOD in every organization, public environment, and smart
city environment. Cyberterrorism is defined as the inten-
tional use of a computer or network communication device
using public networks to destruct the critical public and
private infrastructure for personal objectives which may be
political or ideological. ,e government and public/private
sector must gear up to fight against this major crime.
Cybercrime rates are also exponentially growing, and this is
a challenging area to handle and investigate after an incident.
Government of India has taken an initiative to enhance the
infrastructure of the National Cybercrime Forensic Labo-
ratory (NCFL) and started a new project called Cyber
Prevention, Awareness & Detection Centre (CyPAD) as
stated by Union HomeMinister on the 18th of Feb 2019 [13].
Union Home Minister has pointed out that cybercrime has
become a big challenge to handle. Different questions arise:
How governments or private organizations will handle such
big cyber forensic investigation and cyber fraud manage-
ment in smart city environment where IoTusers are in large
numbers or BYOD users are increasing every day? Who will
do this investigation? How those crimes will be handled?
How to get the crime activity logs of BYOD/IoT users?

,ese questions can be addressed by developing and
implementing a cyber secured BYOD infrastructure. After
an attack, there is a need for forensic investigation in BYOD.
Major components in digital forensic investigation are [14]

Computer forensic
Network forensic
Database forensic
Mobile forensic

Digital forensic or cyber forensic will ideally include the
components [15] (a) humans, (b) digital evidence, and (c)
process, which act as a reference point. After a cyber-attack
analysis, event reconstruction, with reproducible and veri-
fiable results, is an inline requirement for legal action in
digital forensic investigation [16]. BYOD has all those
components to be covered in forensic investigation. ,reat
finding after an incident and source of attack [8] finding are
requirements in forensics; for example, a novel study was
conducted for identifying human behavior in an automated
way based on handwriting [17].

On the other hand, the cloud adoption rate is expected to
be 83% by 2020 [18]. ,is increased rate of cloud adoption
has increased the demand for BYOD at a much larger rate.
All organizations are adopting cloud services for different
applications and roaming user services, since the increased
demand for working anywhere by any device has increased
the BYOD demand. At the same time, BYOD security and
cyber forensic investigation from enterprise network and
cloud network are important concerns that need to be taken
care of.

,ere is a serious need for BYOD forensics as BYOD
devices are the most critical component in forensics and the
source of evidence [19]. Due to the increased cyber incident
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landscape, collecting, preserving, and analyzing digital ev-
idence after an incident and presenting the analysis with
integrity are required.

,is paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the
related work, followed by design and methodologies in
Section 3 and then results in Section 4. Comparison and
analysis are provided in Section 5. ,e proposed new model
of NG-DFR is explained in Section 6. Section 7 concerns
NG-DFR model ecosystem. ,e discussion is covered in
Section 8, contributions of the research in Section 9, future
research areas in Section 10, and conclusion in Section 11.

2. Related Work

Most of the research in this area is conducted from the
Golden Age of digital forensics (1997–2007) till today, which
is not sufficient to complete the analysis as there was a need
for a standard, modular [20] approach to digital forensic.
Since new technologies are adopted, the deployment ap-
proach is also changing and there is no single mitigation
technique [21] as methods of attacks keep on changing.
,erefore, continuous evolvement in forensic technology is
required as stated in a study by Deloitte [22]. ,ere is no
single agreed upon digital forensic process that has been
developed [23]. Some of the existing methods and tech-
niques are listed below.

2.1. Honeypot Technology. Deception technology honeypot
has been explored to detect threats in BYOD infrastructure
in 2016. ,is opens the way for doing root cause analysis
after an incident [12]. An improved extended study of a
generic digital forensic readiness model for BYOD using
honeypot technology [12] was again conducted in 2019
where a ,reat Intelligence Platform is used to detect the
incident, and accuracy has been analyzed [11]. Using audit

logs of malicious activities collected from the ,reat In-
telligence Collector, accuracy has been analyzed and found
to be 90.73%, 96.16%, and 93.71% [11]. Subsequently,
honeypot was integrated with cyber risk management
process of five preparedness mission areas of FEMA (Federal
Emergency Management Agency) [24].

2.2. Cryptographic Blockchain Method of Forensics. ,e
cryptographic blockchain authentication process has been
studied where the record-keeping system has been used for
secure authentication of BYOD users. Evidence collection
for forensic investigations has also been covered using
records [25]. Furthermore, the digital method of record-
keeping systems has been used for the multifactor au-
thentication process [25]. ,is ledger makes an easier way to
conduct digital evidence investigation after the crime/
malicious activity, for example, image haze removal tech-
nique [26], forward mechanism, or reverse mechanism in
dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DTCWT) [27]. Using
advanced intrusion detection and distributed ledger tech-
nology in the IoT environment by identifying malicious
activity and finding the source of the attack, storing the
digital evidence is explored so that digital evidence can be
collected to conduct a digital investigation [28].

2.3. STRIDEBased,reatModel. STRIDE [29] based BYOD
threat model is proposed and analyzed threat interaction in
BYOD. BYOD internal and external threat interaction with
the corporate network are analyzed so that security and
forensic threats in BYOD can be understood. Reverse
adoption of encryption using the Group Encrypted Trans-
port VPN (GETVPN) method of BYOD traffic was a novel
approach to detecting malicious activities and to reducing
threats. ,erefore, the forensic analysis mechanism was
analyzed for internal and external traffic threats [30].

2.4. Smart City IoT Cloud Data Security Forensics. Data
security on the cloud is also an important aspect to be
considered as stored data in the cloud does not have enough
control. Since cloud data is not an enterprise control data
center, so data accessed by unauthorized entities is a risk.
Data integrity is an important parameter for postincident
forensic analysis. Forensic analysis and finding out the root
cause constitute the important view that has been high-
lighted. Artificial intelligence is also one of the major areas
that have been pointed out in this study.,e identification of
security threats is studied in [31].

2.5. IoT Mobile Forensics. Smartphone IoT devices traces
were used to find the logs of the incident for forensic in-
vestigation. Extracting the logs from IoT devices and ana-
lyzing logs captured with Wireshark for finding out digital
evidence constituted one of the approaches [32]. Using
smartphone devices, collecting the stored logs from the
smartphones, and reconstructing the event of crime are very
useful case studies done in DFRSW (Digital Forensic Re-
search Workshop). Retrieving the information from digital
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Figure 1: Vulnerabilities by year (CVE).
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IoT devices and analysis of using multiple tools like Wire-
shark [33] were important findings of digital evidence of the
crime [34].

2.6. Integration of Digital Forensics and Forensic Science.
,e task of collecting digital evidence from a dynamic IoT
environment is very complex. Due to a lack of proper tools
and techniques, the process becomes very challenging [35].
An important study was conducted regarding the integra-
tion of different forensic sciences to build a smart ecosystem
of forensic science [36]. While various mechanisms are
implemented to reduce security attacks, in some cases image
processing reduces the computation speed which has also
been addressed in the nondominated genetic algorithm [37].
A powerful digital forensic ecosystem can be created in case
of a collaborative effort of different tools, technologies, and
cyber laws, and forensic experts can integrate all together.

As per an IBM study in 2018, 77% of organizations do
not have a consistent cybersecurity incident response plan
(CSIRP) [38], even after the General Data Protection Reg-
ulatory (GDPR) has been in effect since May 2018 [39]. On
average, it takes 23.6 hours [40] to address cybercrime af-
termath. ,is indicates that there is a serious need for ad-
vanced level cybersecurity response systems, cyber defense
mechanisms, and cyber forensic mechanisms.

If BYOD cyber forensic mechanism can be developed in
such a way that the incident can be analyzed to detect the
crime with sufficient evidence, then BYOD cyber forensic
ecosystem can be a more reliable environment for the
organization.

,is study has shown a flagrant result of BYOD mali-
cious activity forensic analysis which can be helpful for
organizations to implement cyber defense and cyber forensic
ecosystem in the BYOD environment.

2.7. Wireless Drone Forensic Readiness Model. ,e wireless
forensic readiness model was explored with a dedicated
forensic server with drone architecture in the year 2011.
Packet decryption and Wireshark analysis were done to
identify the attack [41], and the collection of digital evidence
was explored. After collection of logs, analysis of wireless
LAN traffic using NetWitness [23] was another approach
explored to conduct a digital forensic investigation.

As discussed above, a different BYOD cyber forensic
model has been explored in various tangents, but due to
exponential increase of cyber-attack tools and technology,
there is a definite need for further development in this area.
Hence, the objective of this research is to first secure the
BYOD infrastructure using traffic encryption and second
develop BYOD forensic investigation using Check Point
SandBlast.

3. Cyber Forensic Model: NG-DFR

3.1. High-Level Digital Forensic Readiness BYOD Model.
,is section presents a high-level digital forensic readiness
model. An advanced level of the next-generation digital
forensic readiness model is projected. ,is study has been

conducted to detect the cyber-attack, protect infrastructure
from threat, and develop a postincident forensic investi-
gation process. As honeypot technology for digital forensic
readiness (DFR) [12] is not sufficient and large-scale evi-
dence finding technique was required, the deception tech-
nology has been used for digital forensic readiness. As the
components of digital forensic or cyber forensic investiga-
tion include [15] (a) humans, (b) digital evidence, and (c)
process, the model of the advanced digital forensic model
needs to include all these parameters. After an incident,
finding the threats and tracing the source of attack [8]
become a major requirement, and prediction of future at-
tacks based on the current attack is also important, for
example, in an engine where future flow demands are based
on the current flow [42]. Major components included in this
study are represented in Figure 2.

DFR model includes people, process, technology, digital
forensic infrastructure, and law enforcement.

3.2. Detailed DFR Model Architecture. ,e architecture for
BYOD in this study was done as per standard design.
Multiple OEM products are used. Initially, the BYOD setup
was implemented for normal Internet access using the
corporate wireless infrastructure.

,e same wireless infrastructure is used for corporate
wireless and BYOD services. Identity Service Engine [43]
was used for authentication and back-to-back user identity
was used as Microsoft Active Directory. Table 1 shows the
components used during the research.

Components used for testing authentication traffic be-
tween branch locations and a central location are repre-
sented in Table 2, followed by additional forensic/
investigation components used during the research for
threat hunting and analysis in Table 3.

3.2.1. Implementation of BYOD Architecture. BYOD ar-
chitecture was established to initiate the traffic from 2 dif-
ferent sources.

,e first category of the BYOD traffic is mentioned in
Table 4.

In this research, we conducted 2 different scenarios of
BYOD forensic traffic analysis.

(a) Scenario 1. Analysis with Check Point SandBlast:
Figures 3 and 4 show BYOD architecture and overall traffic
flow with sandblasting as a forensic analysis mechanism.

,e index used in Figure 3 for the demonstration is
mentioned in Table 5.

(b) Scenario 2. Analysis with Palo Alto Forensic Cortex
and cloud instance for BYOD forensic analysis: In this
scenario, we conducted an analysis of BYOD forensic traffic
with Palo Alto Cortex.

Figure 4 shows additional components used in the test.
,e additional components used in the second scenario

are presented in Table 6.
During the research in the second scenario, additional

components used for BYOD traffic forensic analysis are
Cortex of Palo Alto network and Palo Alto 820 as threat
prevention, and also Palo Alto Cloud for threat management
was used.
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3.2.2. Authentication Mechanism and Onboarding Process of
BYOD Users. Authentication and onboarding secured
mechanism is used with certificate-based authentication
[43]. During the study, for authentication procedures and

traffic flow for authentication, ports are allowed on the DMZ
firewall.

,e ports opened on the DMZ firewall during the study
index 6 (Figures 3 and 4) for communication purposes of
BYOD management traffic are listed in Table 7.

3.2.3. Cyber Defense Ready BYOD Infrastructure. ,e pro-
active approach of implementing BYOD was followed so
that malicious activities can be detected and protected
against to reduce the threat and risk. Implementing

Table 1: Components used to set up the BYOD infrastructure.

Seq# Product name Make Model Usage
1 ISE (Identity Service Engine) Cisco SNS-3495-K9 AAA server
2 Internal firewall Cisco ASA5516-FPWR-K9 DMZ firewall
3 Access point Cisco AIR-AP4800-D-K9 Access point
4 External firewall Check Point CPAP-SG4400-NGFW External firewall
5 Anchor controller Cisco AIR-CT5520-K9 BYOD guest controller
6 Foreign controller/mobility controller Cisco C9800-40-K9 Master wireless controller
7 Active Directory Microsoft For user database
8 Router Cisco ISR 4431 Routing
9 BYOD devices Different mobile, laptop Android/iPhone Testing BYOD devices
10 Internal network endpoint Lenovo Laptop For trusted zone device
11 Log management Check Point CPAP-SM225 For traffic log management

Table 2: Components for BYOD traffic.

Sl. no. Components Purpose

1 MPLS connectivity Traffic flow from branch to central
location

2 Internet link BYOD Internet traffic exit

Table 3: Components used for forensic traffic analysis.

Sl. no. Forensic components Use
1 ISE For authentication logs
2 Check Point Forensic Blade For forensic traffic analysis
3 Check Point SandBlast For threat hunting
4 Wireshark Logs analysis

Forensic
readiness

infrastructure

Forensic
investigation

process

BYOD
services

BYOD digital forensic
readiness model 

People

Process Technology

Law and
enforcement

Figure 2: Digital forensic readiness (DFR) model components.

Table 4: BYOD traffic source/destination.

Sl. no. Source Destination Description

1 Local BYOD
users Internet WithoutMPLS network

2
Remote
branch

BYOD traffic

ISE for
authentication Across MPLS network
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GETVPN for segregation and encryption of authentication
traffic reduced the number of threats over MPLS [44]. Traffic
was encrypted and segregated using GETVPN over MPLS
which reduced the initial risk of the infrastructure and
protected internal infrastructure.

3.2.4. Forensic Readiness BYOD Implementation. We have
conducted a two-phase study and, during the first phase of
the study, we have used Check Point SandBlast for threat
hunting mechanism, threat emulation, and forensic inves-
tigation [45]. SandBlast is implemented on the Check Point
management server. For the forensic investigation, we have
also used a forensic module of Check Point to find the source
of attack and logs of malicious activity. Clustering of
multiple gateways was used to conduct crime analysis for
large-scale deployment for correlated view [12].

During the second phase of the study, we have used Palo
Alto Cortex which is an AI-based security platform for cyber
defense mechanisms and Palo Alto Firewall for capturing
BYOD threat traffic and analysis as well as Panorama for
management and reporting.

4. Results

After implementation of the BYOD digital forensic infra-
structure, we have captured and analyzed the results. ,e
results have been also compared, and significant advance-
ment of cyber defense mechanisms in BYOD forensic has
been observed. ,e clustering approach implementation
shows multiple incidents and malicious activities. ,e
malicious activity was also captured using Wireshark logs,
and it was analyzed [33]. ,e malware was created to test the
malicious activity, a postincident forensic investigation was
conducted, and the result was captured.

4.1. Detection of Critical Attack in BYOD and Forensic Analysis

4.1.1. Critical Attack View. Based on the analysis and de-
tection of malicious activity conducted in a BYOD envi-
ronment, Figure 5 represents the resultant forensic analysis
of a critical attack. ,is was captured on the endpoint using
Check Point SandBlast tool. ,e attack happened and was
captured as Process ID 9232 was an attack in nature, and
after entry of the malware, file was renamed and deleted in
the BYOD environment.

,e malicious activity was performed intentionally, the
result was captured, and it was observed that Trojan which
tried to damage the system in the BYOD environment was
detected. It tried to damage the critical infrastructure.

4.1.2. Critical Attack View from Forensic Analysis View of
Cortex. Similarly, from Palo Alto Cortex, attack informa-
tion was captured and analyzed. After attack in the BYOD
infrastructure, the investigation was conducted to complete
the analysis as per Figure 6.

,e result from Cortex is clearly reflected in Figure 6.

4.1.3. Critical Attack Logs from Cortex. During the inves-
tigation, critical attack information was further analyzed
with raw logs to track the source of the attack. Source IP
address and destination are presented in Table 8.

,e attack was from IP addresses 172.28.15.14,
172.28.3.220, and 172.28.1.164, which were used in the
BYOD devices as internal IP addresses. During the inves-
tigation process, we clearly detected the user and malicious
activities performed by the users. Sensitive and robust
analysis was done so that manual conventional result can be
compared with the simulated analytical result as to how
analysis is done in a study of pressure relief [46].

Table 5: ,e index used in Figure 3.

Index Description
1 Wireless LAN controller
2 Authentication traffic from branch to AAA server
3 Ethernet over IP (EoIP) tunnel between foreign controller and anchor controller
4 Corporate users (non-BYOD)
5 BYOD untrusted users
6 DMZ segregation firewall
7 Anchor controller (guest controller)
8 External firewall
9 AAA (authorization, authentication, accounting) server for BYOD authentication
10 Active Directory for user identity
11 External Internet router
12 Traffic logs from gateway to management server for activity logs
13 Management server (log management)
14 Traffic logs from branch to central management server
15 Branch external firewall
16 EoIP tunnel
17 Branch BYOD users
18 Branch trusted users
19 Branch foreign controller
20 Authentication traffic from branch to central site AAA server
21 Branch/remote location

Security and Communication Networks 7



,is traffic was captured from the architecture of Fig-
ure 4 and index 23. ,e malicious traffic observed in Cortex
and cyber defense system was built to prevent those attacks
as well, which is shown in Table 5.

4.1.4. Forensic Analysis from BYOD Endpoint. After analysis
of malicious activities from gateway level, the next level
investigation was conducted from the endpoint after iden-
tifying the attack source from sandblasting. ,reat emula-
tion shows the absolute result of malicious activities by
endpoint BYOD devices as illustrated in Figure 7.

,e result shows that malicious activity was detected
during the preauthentication of the BYOD users, with a
preauthentication segment IP address (192.168.1.x). One of
the phishing attack packets was captured after an attack, and
the details of the attack are represented in Figure 8(a).

,is packet has the source IP address 172.28.1.164, attack
type was phishing attack, and also user identity was traced
from the Cisco Identity Service Engine during the test as per
Figure 3, index 9. User identity was identified after the
attack. ,is result was captured after detection of the
endpoint performing reverse analysis from SandBlast from
gateway level. Logs were captured for forensic analysis case
event type from BYOD gateway as per Table 9.

,e logs of this attack were captured after an incident,
and we conducted the analysis of the threat. ,e attack ID is
a4640108-ce8b-af06-5dd7-9aa500050000. Traffic from
172.28.1.164 was an attack, and traffic was decrypted in the
gateway level. Besides, as seen in the result, the system was
“Windows 10.0 Enterprise Edition” and the “Gen.SB.exe”
was detected in the system which accessed c:\\users\\ima-
nali\\desktop\\340s.exe. Finally, Trojan was detected.

,e mentioned threat landscape detail was captured.

Table 7: DMZ firewall open ports for the testing.

Sl. no. Firewall Source Destination TCT/UDP port
1 DM firewall Foreign controller Anchor controller EoIP tunnel port
2 DMZ firewall Foreign controller ISE 1812
3 DMZ firewall BYOD user DNS 53
4 DMZ firewall BYOD user ISE 8443
5 DMZ firewall BYOD AAA server 8907

Entry point complete Test-lab: –128aacf24012a

chrome.exe (PID: 9232)

created c:\users\administrator\downloads
\aabfd37b-c54c-4115-a98d-19284bf5d42e.tmp

11/19/2019 4:21:27 PM

chrome.exe (PID: 9232)

renamed c:\users\administrator\downloads
to c:\aabfd37b-c54c-4115-a9 19284bf5d42e.tmp

\users\administrator\downloads\unconfirm
351499.crdownload

11/19/2019 4:21:27 PM

chrome.exe (PID: 9232)

renamed c:\users\administrator\downloads
\unconfirmed 351499.crdownload to c:\users
\administrator\downloads\trojan.sinowal.zip

11/19/2019 4:21:31 PM

winzip64.exe (PID: 6208)

read c:\users\administrator\downloads

\trojan.sinowal.zip

11/19/2019 4: 22: 10 PM

Figure 5: Critical attacks in the BYOD environment captured.

Table 6: Index used in Figure 4.

Index Description
22 Palo Alto 3020 as firewall for capturing BYOD traffic
23 PA event log management M-200
24 Palo Alto Cloud Cortex
25 ,e span of BYOD traffic going towards the Internet
26 Event log traffic towards Panorama
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,is was an artifact after BYOD threat analysis with
different risk, attack, and forensic information.

4.1.5. BYOD Environment Cyberattack Category Analysis.
During the research, the different types of attacks in BYOD
environment were reviewed and categorized by risk and
criticality. ,e attack categorization framework was ana-
lyzed. Different attack event was framed.

We have captured a total of 966 packets from Check
Point for analysis with different risk severity. Based on risk,
the categorization of the traffic analysis result is shown in
Figure 9.

,e attack categorization framework was captured as per
MITRE ATT&CK as shown in Figure 10.

5. Comparison and Analysis of
Existing Technology

After conducting the research comparison and analysis, our
prime focus was to find out the uniqueness of this simulation.
Results and outcomes were compared with the existing
available model of the threat detection process. While existing
methods and techniques are quite effective in detecting known
threats and protecting known threats, DNS layer security
mechanism is not enough to protect. As per Cisco research,
91% of the malware attacks are in DNS layer [47] while the
majority of the organizations do not have a mechanism for
detection and protection. For unknown threat portfolio,
available solutions of sandboxing are effective, but since the
threat landscape is increasing day by day with new behavior,
even an effective solution is not mitigating the new advanced
threats. For better understanding, a graphical representation is
used in Figure 11 for available solutions and limitations.

Figure 12 shows the limitations to the mitigation of a
new zero-day malware attack.

An attack that is brand new or zero-day cannot be
detected, and this might disrupt the business system such as
the attack shown in the simulation.

In order to mitigate this situation, an advanced level of
detection and protection mechanism is an upcoming
requirement.

,is research has a potential mechanism to detect attacks
targeting system memory or CPU level attacks. As shown in
Table 8, a system-level attack which executes commands at
the process level was observed.

Dec 18th 2019 14:25 :08 INDELTEST 172.28.1.164
imanali High XDR Agent Prevented 

(Blocked) Malware Behavioral Threat Behavioral threat detected
mcpatcher.exe
‶‶‶C:\Users\imanali\Downloads\mcpatcher.exe″″ ″ N/A
Solimba Aplicaciones S.L. Process Execution

,is was a zero-day attack that has not been identified by
AntiVirus, AntiBot, or IPS as this was a brand newmalicious

Table 8: Attack traffic captured from index 23, Figure 4.

Alert Id Timestamp Host Host IP User name Severity Alert 
Source Action Category Alert Name Description

Initiated By Initiator CMD Initiator 
signature Initiator signer Event Type CGO name

CGO CMD CGO signature CGO signer
CID Target process name Target process CMD
Process execution signature Process execution signer
Target process SHA256 File path File MD5 File 

SHA256 Registry data Registry full key Local IP
Local port Remote IP Remote port Remote Host
App -ID Excluded Starred External Id

32 Dec 21st 2019 10:30:20 172.28.15.14
172.28.15.14 High PAN NGFW
Detected (Raised An Alert) Spyware Detected via Anti-

Spyware profile Threat ID #109000001 None 
(S u spicious DNS Query (vltwox7zl7h1wv.com))

N/A N/A Netw ork Event
N/A N/A N/A
N/A

172.28.15.14 39830 4.2.2.2 53
dns False False 4662551

14 Dec 18th 2019 14:25:15 INDELTEST
172.28.1.164 imanali High XDR Agent
Prevented (Blocked) Malware Behavioral Threat
Behavioral threat detected mcpatcher.exe
‶‶‶C:\Users\imanali\Downloads\mcpatcher.exe″″ ″

N/A Solimba Aplicaciones S.L. Process 
Execution N/A N/A

N/A N/A

False False
1c1392bc217411eab7a1507b9d62f9c8

12 Dec 18th 2019 14:25:08 INDELTEST
172.28.1.164 imanali High XDR Agent
Prevented (Bloc ked) Malware Behavioral Threat
Behavioral threat detected mcpatcher.exe
‶‶‶C:\Users \imanali \Downloads \mcpatcher.exe″″ ″ N/A
Solimba Aplicaciones S.L. Process Execution

N/A N/A
N/A N/A

False False
1789333c217411ea8e44507b9d62f9c8

9 Dec 18th 2019 14:18:39 INDELTEST
172.28.1.164 imanali High XDR Agent
Prevented (Blocked) Malware Behavioral Threat
Behavioral threat detected mcpatcher.exe
‶‶‶C: \Users \imanali \Downloads \mcpatcher.exe″″ ″ N/A
Solimba Aplicaciones S.L. Process Execution

N/A N/A
N/A N/A

False False
3007c51e217311ea9fad507b9d62f9c8

1 Dec 18th 2019 12:46:58 172.28.3.220
172.28.3.220 High PAN NGFW
Detected ( Raised An Alert) Spyware Detected via Anti-

Spyware profile Threat ID #109000001 None 
(Suspicious DNS Query (7cfr5a9yjm3p.n9aupi94u3yt.com))

N/A N/A Network Event
N/A N/A

N/A N/A
172.28.3.220 58380

4.2.2.2 53 dns False False
3401539
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code that attacked the BYOD environment. Even regular
sandboxing mechanism did not work to quarantine or to
block it.

,e architecture of the advanced threat detection model
proposed in this research is shown in Figure 11.

,e proposed model is shown in the sequential manner
of events in Figure 11. In sequence 1, CPU starts processing,
and hypervisor is running in 2 along with OS in sequence 3.
After setup of the minimum requirement, application is
accessed through any native application. Monitoring of CPU

Figure 6: Malicious traffic captured from architecture of Figure 4, index 23 from Palo Alto as per design.
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activities is in sequence 5 which is a key focused area in this
process. If any malicious activities are observed in sequence
6, anomalies detection and protectionmechanism is called in
sequences 7 and 8. Sequence 9 protects the system before an
attack so that BYOD environment cannot be exploited.

Comparison and benefit of the new technique are
provided in Table 10.

,e comparison of the existing mechanisms and the
proposed mechanism is a comprehensive technique in
protecting the organization before a potential attack by
analyzing the behavior of the malicious activities from the
CPU level in the BYOD environment.

6. Proposed Cyber Forensic NG-DFR Model

After analysis of the results, an advanced level of the cyber
forensic model concept is formalized. Next-generation
digital forensic (NG-DFR) model is proposed to complete
the process of investigation. ,is model is proposed with the
major components as BYOD process definition, then BYOD
technology enablement, threat hunting mechanism as the

3rd component, thereafter protection mechanism as the 4th
component, and at last forensic process, law, and enforce-
ment as the 5th component. All these 5 components of
collaboration approaches in the cyber forensic environment
are presented to build a cyber forensic ecosystem. ,e major
5 component modules described prove the concept of the
next-generation DFR model.

6.1. BYOD Cyber Forensic Process Definition. ,e first and
foremost task is the process layout of the BYOD environ-
ment. Framework for cyber secured BYOD policy is where
untrusted devices are provisioned to access resources over
critical infrastructure. In this phase, the security policy
definition is framed. After policy of detection mechanism
environment is framed, this can comprise multiple tech-
nologies and processes. In this phase, the attack detection
mechanism is framed. After detection policy violations and
acceptance policy are defined, the incident handling
mechanism and security operation center mechanism are
defined along with the integration of multiple products, and
the technology framework is defined in this phase. At last,

Figure 7: Malicious activity analysis from BYOD endpoint using SandBlast Agent (Figure 3, index 5), Check Point.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Phishing attack analysis packet captured. (b) ,e detailed cyber threat landscape in BYOD environment.
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the complete security posture framework is laid down in this
phase as shown in Figure 2.

6.2. BYOD Technology Enablement. BYOD technology ena-
blement is an important key area in this proposed concept of
NG-DFR. Different products and technologies enabled the
complete service. While choosing products and technology, the
most important factor to consider is the integration of different
products and technology. If advanced level networking and
security products and technology are placed but all these do not
talkwith each other, then threat intelligence inNG-DFRwill be a
challenge. Accordingly, in this phase, major service enablement
products and technology are factored to work in an integrated
way so that each and every threat can be traced without any
break of the packet flow. As shown in Figure 4, integration was
done along with Cortex for the data lake. Apart from this in
Figure 3, integration of next-generation endpoint protection is
also introduced for the threat hunting process to enable critical
infrastructure. In this section, actual threat detection technology
is integrated with the authentication of BYOD users. After
secure authentication and onboarding [43], detection of mali-
cious traffic mechanism is proposed [48]. Log management and
sandboxing for traffic analysis are considered in this phase.

6.3. ,reat Hunting Framework. ,e most important key
part for the forensic investigation ecosystem to develop is the
threat hunting mechanism. Monitoring is a continuous
action to collect activity logs for potential threat detection in
a cyber forensic system. After an attack, finding the source of
the attack is a critical task [8]. Detection of malicious [49]
traffic which is indeed amajor dependent technique required

in cyber forensic mechanism is introduced in this phase.
Primarily in this section, log analysis is conducted in order to
track suspicious traffic. Once the threat is detected in this
phase, threat verdict and score are checked to determine
whether it is malicious or not. If it is found to be malicious
and known pattern, then protection [48] module is called. If
the threat pattern is unknown by the threat defender, for
example, a zero-day attack [50], then, after extraction of
hash, it is sent to threat cloud for verdict and score of the
threat and retrospective event is triggered [51]. Finally, logs
are preserved for further investigation. In this section,
endpoint traffic logs are captured in the external gateway as
shown in Figure 3 index 8 and Figure 4 index 23 so that later
on logs can be investigated further. Apart from this, all traffic
including source IP, destination IP, user information, and
user MAC address is captured with all activity details.

6.4. ,reat Protection Mechanism. Protection from threat is
the foremost task before an attack on the organization.
Consistently, researchers are focusing on developing new
tactics for threat protection. Different types of novel ap-
proaches have been developed in threat protection. One of
the advanced level protection mechanisms was developed in
BYOD cyber forensic ecosystem study [48]. In this phase,
concept of protection of critical infrastructure is covered.
After getting the threat category, traffic dropped and logs are
preserved for analysis as shown in Figure 3 index 13, and
results are shown in Figure 8(b).

6.5. Forensic Investigation, Law, and Enforcement Module.
In this phase, a forensic paradigm is presented. In order to
complete the forensics of attack, few key areas need to be
focused on such as analysis of the logs, preservation of the
traffic, and stored log. After analysis, presentation and
documentation need to be done. ,e entire BYOD eco-
system has to have the ability to do all these activities.
Preserving evidence and log correlation is focused on the
integration of different technologies and products as shown
in Figures 3 and 4, where all the gateway perimeter security
devices along with AAA, controller, and BYOD users are
integrated with Active Directory user database. After inte-
gration, end-to-end logs analysis mechanism is developed to
enable the forensic system. Finally, forensic correlation of
related facts and finding is documented and presented.

7. Next-Generation DFR Model Ecosystem

In this phase, the final framework is represented by next-
generation digital forensic readiness (NG-DFR) model. Step
by step sequential process is explained to complete the cyber
forensic ecosystem. ,e complete ecosystem comprises
process, policies, humans, technology, and integration. In-
tegration of process and technology with human interaction
area is covered to build cyber forensic BYOD environment.
As shown in Figure 13, complete steps are proposed for next-
generation DFR model.

Table 9: Forensic case analysis after attack.

Nov 22, 2019 8:21:57 AM
imanali Anti-Bot; Forensics; Threat Emulation Log
2019-11-22T08:35:47Z
Forensics Case Analysis 2019-11-22T13:51:57Z

2019-11-18T14:19:55Z
Detect a4640108-ce8b-af06-5dd7-9aa500050000 1
Active 1 ep-demo 0

@A@@B@1574380800@C@52 Gen.SB.exe
46133eec-f86a-480f-a2dc-7483e2c20adf 1.57441E+12

High Endpoint �reat Emulation has detected access 
to:c:\\users\\imanali\\desktop\\340s.exe. Attack status: 
Active. Laptop INDELTEST 2
Endpoint Threat Emulation
82.00.9089
Check Point Endpoint Security Client 0
Critical Endpoint Forensics
ip-172-28-1-164.ec2.internal (172.28.1.164)
10.0-17763-SP0.0-SMP
Default Forensics settings File System Emulation 0

(10.128.140.176) 164.100.1.8 true
S-1-5-21-2933536750-935490830-805106884-1003
Generic″, ‶Trojan″,
Windows 10.0 Enterprise Edition
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In Step 1 of the NG-DFR model in Figure 13 planning,
policy frameworks are defined with related security and
technology enablement paradigm. Service enablement pol-
icy, security policy, and detection policies alert mechanism
are defined. ,e integration process is defined.

In Step 2 Service enablement area is focused on. In par-
ticular, to build secured BYOD infrastructure with all required
products and technology is a key component of this phase.

In Step 3 specially, a detection mechanism is proposed.
Detection of various threats and then categorization of the
threats are sequential events.Malicious traffic and known threats
are detected, and unknown threats are filtered.Unknown threats
are sent to the threat cloud in this phase to be analyzed and get
the threat score so that appropriate action can be taken.

In Step 4, protection of critical infrastructure is focused
on. Protection from different threats before exploiting up to
best possible options is taken care of so that the threat
landscape can be reduced.

In Steps 5 and 6, the focus area of NG-DFR that is a
thorough investigation of the threat is covered. In this phase,
outcome of the integration of all tools, techniques, products,
and technology are leveraged to build a cyber forensic eco-
system. After analysis from preserved logs, threat hunting
mechanism is enabled to carry out the investigation. Finally,
storing the logs and artifacts and preparing documentation
for submission to law and enforcement are covered.

In a nutshell, this proposed approach of NG-DFR model
covered end-to-end system to complete the forensic

Critical,
161

High,
206

Medium,
9

Low,
260

Informational,
330

Threat event analysis risk wise

Critical
High
Medium

Low
Informational

Figure 9: Risk-wise traffic analysis out of 966 packets.

Figure 10: Attack framework as per MITRE ATT&CK.
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Table 10: Comparison of the existing solutions and the new simulated solution.

,reat type IPS (intrusion prevention
system) AntiBot AntiVirus New proposedmodel

Known threat Yes Yes Yes NA
Unknown threat
detection

No, until sandboxing, and
more time consuming

No, until sandboxing process
which is more time consuming

No, protection
mechanism time is higher

Yes, protecting before
attack

Operating system
3

Advance threat prevention technique

Hypervisor

Look for the exploit
pattern typeCPU

Native application Monitor CPU f low
data activities

Call extended
detection and

responseAnomalies
detected?

Protect from new
threat

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

Figure 11: ,e proposed new approach of the threat detection model.

Intrusion prevention system→ X IPS don’t see it

Anti Virus→ X AV will not know about it

Anti Bot→ X Anti Bot can’t recognize it

Figure 12: Existing technology to handle the attack.

BYOD technology BYOD threat hunting mechanism Protection mechanism Forensic investigation Law and enforcement

Formalize the BYOD cyber forensic
policy

Define policy violation detection
mechansm

Define incident handling ecosystem

Formalize security posture portfolio

BYOD technology service
layer

Traffic monitoring system

Detection technology

Log management layer

Cyber security ecosystem

Detect suspicious
traffic

Monitor logs for suspicious
traffic

Identify threat type

Yes

Analyze attack
 category

Send to threat cloud/
sandboxing for threat

verdicts and score

Unknown threat ?

Known
threat verdicts ?

High threat
score ?

No

Preserve logs
for correlation

Drop and protect

Threat
investigation

module

Threat
analysis

Preserving
evidence

Correlation of
threat

Presenting
evidence

Alert and
investigation

Relate crime category

Documentation

BYOD process definition

Send for law and enforcement

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

Figure 13: Next-generation digital forensic framework.
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Step 1: Start
Step 2: Define BYOD security process and policies variables

P1� Security policies
P2�Detection Polices
P3� Incident Response
P4� Security violation Protection policy
P5� Forensic call policy

Step 3: Technology variables and users
T1�Technology portfolio
T2�Monitoring system
T3�Detection System/Decoy system
T4� Protection technology
T5� Log management
T6� Forensic technology ecosystem
T7�,reat category
U1�BYOD users

Step 4: action and category variables
violation�V
Risk acceptable level�A
Protection� P
Forensic� F

Step 4: Monitoring of threat
push U1 through T3 and compare P1
If Result�A
then accept request
stop

else
call Step 5

,en process U1 in T4 for P2
send U1 logs to T5

else
call step 5

Step 5: Detection and Protection
Push U1 through T3 for P4
if Result�V
Drop traffic

Else
call step 7

Step 7: identify threat
If threat category is� known
if verdict/score�A

pass the traffic
else

drop and send Call step 10 for forensic
else

call step 8 for T7 Sandboxing for threat verdicts to
call step 9

else
call step Sandboxing for threat verdicts

Step 8: Analyze threat category
Analysis of threat type with threat Hash
return T7� verdict and score of threat category

Step 9: Unknown threat for forensic
If T7� �A compare to P5
pass and send T5

else
send for forensic T6

Step 10: Forensic ecosystem
if P5�Investigate attack
do analysis

Present
Step 9: Present to Law and enforcement
Step 11: Stop

ALGORITHM 1: Detailed algorithm of NG-DFR model.
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investigation in order to build an advanced level of the cyber
forensic ecosystem.

Detailed algorithm of NG-DFR based model is shown in
Algorithm 1.

An algorithmic approach for NG-DFR model is pro-
posed as per architectural flow shown in Figure 13.

8. Discussion

With BYOD, being external devices connected in the in-
frastructure, it is very sensitive and critical in nature to
control threats and postincident analysis of the attack, and
finding the source of the attack is a very crucial part. As per
Check Point technology research, 99% of organizations [52]
do not have a protection mechanism to fight against the
ongoing cyber-attack threats. ,e proposed approach of
NG-DFR has addressed the need for an end-to-end cyber
forensic ecosystem.

After any cyber incident, finding digital evidence, ana-
lyzing the evidence, preserving and presenting the evidence
for legal requirement for the court of law are important
requirements. ,is research developed a new model of in-
vestigation of a different attack, reaching up to the endpoint
of the attack which was targeted during the research. Net-
work security, endpoint security, and critical infrastructure
security all are covered in this research with respect to
protection of critical infrastructure from BYOD threat.

During the investigation process in BYOD, after an
attack, we analyzed all different categories of attack and
behavioral analysis of crime. As it was also an important
target to protect the infrastructure, detection and prevention
were also achieved. Honeypot technology used for detection
was not enough to protect the infrastructure. ,ere was a
need for prevention technologies after detection by the
system without manual intervention. STRIDE-based threat
model, which is an interaction between the threat and the
corporate network, can be integrated with this model to get a
better result.

End-to-end visibility, analysis, investigation, and inte-
gration between tools and technologies for building up an
advanced model of cyber defense system were needed to
fight against today’s advanced cyber threat landscape.
During the research, an advanced level of cyber forensic
model was developed.

Moreover, one important aspect was analyzed during the
research, which is run time detection of attack endpoint,
status of connection and blocking, and preventing the
endpoint from the infrastructure. Detection of threat, vis-
ibility of threat associated risk, incident response, and
postincident forensic model are key areas explored in this
research.

9. Contribution

,ere are two major novel contributions from this research.
,e first research contribution is a unique attack detection
mechanism. ,is unique attack detection mechanism helps
to detect and protect against zero-day attacks which cannot
be detected by traditional tools like IPS, IDS, AV, and

AntiBot. ,e second key contribution is to build a cyber
defense BYOD ecosystem. ,is research has contributed to
the area of cyber forensic analysis of a BYOD environment.
,e complexity of forensic analysis of the malicious activity
in a BYOD environment is simplified. ,e different ap-
proaches of forensic investigation are compared using dif-
ferent tools and techniques. Finding the source of an attack
in BYOD is analyzed from internal and external threats. ,e
threat prevention mechanism is also an important contri-
bution to this research, and end-to-end BYOD cyber fo-
rensic ecosystem framework is also defined.

10. Future Research

Digital forensic investigation becomes complex due to lack
of standard procedures depending upon the types of digital
crime.,e growing complexity of crime becomes a challenge
to face with standard tools and techniques. Since BYOD
adoption is an upcoming growing phase, new tools and
technologies are used by criminals to conduct crimes in
zero-day attack behavior. ,erefore, ongoing further re-
search is important to fight against crimes. Also, an im-
portant area of further research is the collaboration of cyber
tools, technology, and cyber law.

11. Conclusion

Due to the lack of a cyber defense ecosystem in the BYOD
environment, attacks on the critical infrastructure of the
organizations increased, and as a result business ecosystem
gets fragmented. Cyber secured BYOD infrastructure is one
of the major requirements for organizations today to protect
from the advanced level of threats. In this paper, a frame-
work of the cyber forensic model is presented including a
cyber-secure BYOD model.

In the first phase of this research, the detection technique
of threat is explored with different tools and techniques for
further research and analysis.

In the second phase of this research, a major conclusion
is a novel approach of detection and protection mechanism
of zero-day attacks which cannot be detected by traditional
tools like IPS, IDS, AntiBot, and AntiVirus. ,e proposed
method of detection and protection model of unknown
threats or zero-day attacks contributed to the protection of
the organization’s critical infrastructure. ,e comparison of
the outcomes shows a significant advanced incremental
positive result, and adoption of this method helped to build
the complete cyber forensic ecosystem.

Postincident threat hunting is a critical task in any cyber
forensic investigation which is addressed in this research
using different tools and techniques like sandblasting and
Cortex.

Finally, an advanced level of cyber forensic readiness
BYOD infrastructure is developed. Next-generation digital
forensic readiness (NG-DFR) model is proposed to mitigate
the ongoing need for conducting end-to-end digital forensic
investigation including detection and protection framework
which also includes the BYOD policy framework and service
enablement technology area.
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